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h i g h l i g h t s

� Low temperature of 20 to �160 �C
increases strength but reduces
ductility of steel wires.

� Proposed design equations predicts
well strengths of wires at low
temperatures.

� Theoretical models predict well
nonlinear strength behaviours of steel
strands.

� FE models simulate well stress-strain
behaviours of strands at low
temperatures.

� Proposed empirical equations offer
means to determine strengths of
strands at low temp.
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a b s t r a c t

This manuscript studied mechanical properties of steel strands for prestressed concrete (PC) structures at
different low temperatures ranging from 20 �C to �160 �C. 21 tensile tests were performed to obtain the
stress-strain curves of steel wires in strand at different low temperatures. Empirical prediction formulae
were developed to incorporate the influences of low temperatures on mechanical properties of steel
wires. Based on the stress-strain curves of single wire, theoretical and numerical models were developed
to predict the mechanical properties of multi-layer steel strands. The accuracies of these theoretical and
numerical models were validated by the test results. Based on the test and analysis results, empirical
models were developed to predict the mechanical properties of multi-layer steel strands at different
low temperatures including the elastic modulus, yield and ultimate strengths. This offers useful means
to calculate the mechanical properties of steel strands at low temperatures since their properties varied
with their geometry and layout of steel wires. Finally, recommended prediction procedures are given to
determine the mechanical properties of steel strands at different low temperatures.

� 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

High strength steel strands are widely used in civil engineering
constructions, e.g., prestressed concrete (PC) structures, long-span

structures and bridges [1] as shown in Fig. 1. Due to their excellent
mechanical properties, steel strands were also used in engineering
constructions in harsh environments with low temperatures, e.g.,
infrastructures in cold regions, the Arctic onshore and offshore
platforms, liquefied natural gas (LNG) containers. In northern
China and Tibet, the recorded lowest temperature was �53.4 �C
[2]. The lowest temperature in the Arctic could drop to about
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�70 �C [3,4]. In the scenario of leakage of LNG, the external con-
crete structure of LNG containers may suffer low temperature of
about �165 �C [5–6]. Since these infrastructures suffer low tem-
peratures produced by these harsh environments, the mechanical
properties of steel strands used in these structures at low temper-
atures need to be carefully considered for the evaluation on their
structural performances.

There is extensive reported research on mechanical properties
of steel materials at low temperatures. Elices et al. [7] reported ten-

sile tests on hot rolled steel reinforcements at 20 �C, �80 �C and
�180 �C. It showed that as the temperature decreased, both yield
and ultimate strengths of steel reinforcements increased but their
ductility was slightly affected. Lahlou et al. [8] studied the mechan-
ical properties of mild steel at ambient temperature and low tem-
perature �195 �C. The test results showed that strengths and
elastic modulus increased but ductility significantly decreased at
low temperatures. Yan et al. [9] carried out tensile tests on mild
and high strength steel plates within temperature ranges of
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Fig. 1. The application of a multi-layer strand.

Nomenclature

A0 cross sectional area of core wire
Ai cross sectional area of helical wires of layer i
E, E1 elastic and plastic modulus of steel wire
Es elastic modulus of steel strand
Fi total axial force of helical wires of layer i
F total axial force of steel strand
Hi twisting moment in tangential direction of helical wires

of layer i
IE factor for elastic modulus
If u factor for ultimate strength
If y factor for yield strength
G0
i bending moment in binormal direction of helical wires

of layer i
N number of steel wires in a strand
N0

i force in binormal direction of helical wires of layer i
Pi pitch length helical wires of layer i
Ri helix radius of steel strand
T different temperature level
T0 ambient temperature
Ti orce in tangential direction of helical wires of layer i
Xi line load per unit length in normal direction of helical

wires of layer i

fy, fu yield and ultimate strength of steel wire
f ys, f us yield and ultimate strength of steel stand
f ya,f ua yield and ultimate strength of steel wire at ambient

temperature
L length of core wire
mi number of helical wires of layer i
r0 radius of core wire
ri radius of helical wires of layer i
si length of helical wires length on the centreline of layer i
ai lay angle of helical wires of layer i
e0 axial strain of core wire
ei axial strain of helical wires of layer i
ey, eu, eF yielding, ultimate and fracture strain of steel wire
w cross-sectional area of steel wire
ui polar angle of helical wires of layer i
j0
i curvature in the binormal direction of helical wires of

layer i
ji curvature in the normal direction of helical wires of

layer i
ci torsional strain of helical wires of layer i
vi twists of helical wires of layer i
m Poisson’s ratio of steel wire
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